seem to be present in the usual abundance for a typescript. Some are typographical, and some appear to be a matter of translation. Most are readily apparent to an expert but could be confusing to a novice.
The only books remotely similar to this one that come to mind are two that deal more fully with the mechanics of electron transfer processes, but otherwise do not cover the wide range of material in Davydov's book. They are Charge Transfer Processes in Condensed Media by Jens Ulstrup (Springer-Verlag, 1979) Enrico Bellone's book, first published in Italian in 1976, examines ''the transition from classical mechanics to the modern view of the physical world." Predominantly a 19th-century development, this "second scientific revolution" runs, in Bellone's chronology, from 1687 (Issac Newton) to 1913 (Niels Bohr) and, in fact, still continues. The author intends his story to vindicate the autonomy of science (and the history of science) against the supposed claims of unnamed philosophers to reduce it to some predetermined scheme. Bellone repeatedly attacks the view that physics in the 18th and 19th centuries was guided by scientists' attachment to "mechanism" (involving both a materialist ontology and a particular methodology) and that "the roots of con temporary physics . . . lie in a philosophical verdict against mechanism itself and in a deep-seated crisis of physics, which verdict and which crisis occurred in a relatively short period of time around the turn of the century."
The book's tenor is critical, or rather polemical, since Bellone consistently refuses to engage seriously the simplistic views he opposes or even to name their authors. Equally frustrating is his failure to define the essential characteristics of the classical mechanics or modern physics whose evolution he wishes to describe. Nor does he tell us how to distinguish "physicists" from "philosophers"-as his thesis of the irrelevance of philosophical criticism to the development of modern physics requires-in a group that includes Ludwig Boltzmann, Albert Einstein, Ernst Mach, Max Planck and Henri Poincare. Bellone's overriding desire to explode the consistently unattributed notion that physicists' attachment to a monolithic "mechanism" guided the development of 19th-century physics leads him to deny the label "mechanist" even to Boltzmann and Lord Kelvin, in which case the word simply loses all meaning.
Bellone's concept of a scientist's ''dictionary"-the interconnected set of or. I II~ SputrotJng Wgeta custom-mael<! to yout op<~<~ocatlono. historical details. For example, how does Boltzmann's "dictionary" evolve as he addresses different problems over time? Bellone recognizes that the concept of probability is central to the work of Boltzmann and others, and that its role changes, but he doesn't identify in detail the particular route by which probability evolved from an averaging tool to a concept of fundamental physical significance. Nor does he treat with any sophistication crucial differences in the degree of commitment to mechanical models along the ontological-heuristic axis, or the frequent tension between scientists' private opinions and the views they regard as publically tenable. Although A World on Paper neither lives up to historiographic pretentions nor succeeds as narrative history of science, Bellone does have some inter· esting things to say about his major protagonists, and the book can be read with profit by students of 19th-century physics who can exercise a moderating judgment on its claims.
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